Abstract—This paper presents an improved IP differentiated services (DiffServ) framework which is suitable for real-time video transmission. Especially, we investigate MPEG-4 video transmission. Based on the feature of MPEG-4 flow and the extent of network congestion, implements a new DiffServ marking algorithm. In the border router, we propose a new scheduling algorithm, called the Bit-based Weight time Slot Compensate (BWSC) scheduling algorithm, which dynamically adjusts the weighted quantum of service. Under the condition that network bandwidth can't guarantee the demand of MPEG-4 real-time transmission, the PSNR comparison of restored MPEG-4 video frame sequence verifies our method has much more better performance than Best-effort network. End-to-end delay and delay jitter also meet the real-time transmission demand in the improved DiffServ network.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With multimedia technology developing rapidly, traditional IP networks, which only provide best-effort services, can not meet requirement for the transmission of the convergence of data, voice and video traffic, especially for the real-time video transmission since packets would suffer the non-guaranteed delay, jitter and loss in this environment. To solve the problem, the DiffServ (Differentiated Services) approach is developed by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). It try to provide quality of service in networks [1]. It classifies packets into one of a small number of aggregated classes, based on the DiffServ CodePoint (DSCP) located in the IP packet's header. At each DiffServ router, packets are subjected to a Per-Hop Behavior (PHB), which is defined to provide a specific forwarding behavior and invoked by the DSCP value. A small number of specific PHBs has been standardized by the DiffServ working group to provide differential treatment of traffic which are EF (Expedited Forwarding) PHB [2], AF (Assured Forwarding) PHB [3] and BE (Best Effort) PHB.

The topic of video transmission over DiffServ networks has been discussed in some papers [4–7], where proposed some video marking algorithm that marking the packets at the video server before transmission according to their contribution to the perceived picture quality. If the packet is marked as no important, then it will be dropped first in case of congestion. In [4][5], the base layer stream, the enhanced layer 1 stream and the enhance layer 2 stream are marked with the low drop precedence, medium drop precedence and high drop precedence respectively. In this paper, we implement a novel DiffServ video marking algorithm based on the combination of the transmission condition of network and the different importance of video streams for decoder over DiffServ networks.

To support different PHB, border router must deploy a DiffServ scheduler. In [8], a new service discipline called Dynamic Weighted Round Robin (DWRR) scheduling algorithm, which is based on WRR with introducing adaptive quantum of service varying traffic conditions, is proposed. It is suitable for real-time VBR service in ATM network, where the smallest transmission unit is a fixed size cell of 52 bytes, so it is not suited for use over IP networks. Paper [7] implement Weight Round Robin scheduling algorithm to support DiffServ video marking algorithm, using different fixed weight settings to decrease packet delay and loss rate of I frame and P frame. For real-time VBR traffic, we hope provide more service chance to reduce their ETE delay when burst arrives. And the additionally occupied service quantum will be compensated when burst leaves, if the reserved bandwidth exactly meets the average bandwidth that real-time VBR traffic requires. Based on the analysis above, this paper propose a Bit-based Weight time Slot Compensate (BWSC) scheduling algorithm, it is suitable for real-time VBR service over IP DiffServ networks. BWSC dynamically adjust quantum of service for real-time VBR burst traffic to reduce their ETE delay and jitter.

Especially, we focus on the scenarios with very low channel bandwidth which cannot provide enough bandwidth for the base layer stream transmission. When channel bandwidth is lower 20 percent than that of real-time MPEG-4 video transmission requires, video client still can restored picture effectively using error concealment technology under proposed network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts proposed IP DiffServ network, and describes our DiffServ video marking algorithm. Section 3 presents the scheduling strategy with a pseudo-code illustration of the BWSC scheduling algorithm. Simulation results and analysis to justify the significance of our schemes will be explained in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 will conclude the paper.

II. IP DIFFSERV NETWORK MODEL

Figure 1 shows our IP DiffServ network model. It consists of a MPEG-4 video server, a FTP&Email server and a client which are connected respectively with the IP core network by border router. The FTP&Email server generates best-effort (BE) background traffic. The real-time video traffic streams are produced by the video server, and encapsulated into RTP/UDP/IP packets. The DSCP value is marked in the IP header. When packets are transmitted to the DiffServ border router, they will be
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classified, conditioned, and scheduled. Different queue is allocated weighted bandwidth according to which packet class it serve. The core network will simply forward packets. Finally packets are routed to border router 2 and then to the client. The client will decode each frame before its deadline.

A. DiffServ marking algorithm in video server

There are three basic types of frames in the MPEG video stream: I frames, P frames and B frames. I frame is very important for decoding, and is necessary for the prediction coding of other frames. P frame has as similar importance as I frame. But if part of B frame is lost, the impairment propagates only in that frame. In addition, to improve the resilience to the error occurred in the video stream, data partitioning is used in MPEG-4 to separate the MV (Motion Vector) from texture field. When errors are detected solely in the texture field, the MB (Macro Block) will be reconstructed using correct MV. So MV data of P frames is more important than texture data of P frames.

Based on the analysis above, a new algorithm is proposed to mark video stream with appropriate IP DiffServ PHB by four strategies as follows:

Let DP be the abbreviation of Drop Precedence.

Policy 1: if the bandwidth is enough, then
\[ DSCP = AF \ Low\ DP, \ for\ all\ frames \ (e.g.:\ AF1) \]
Policy 2: if the bandwidth is insufficient, but more than 70% of required bandwidth, then
\[ DSCP = AF \ Low\ DP, \ for\ I\ and\ P\ frames \ (e.g.:\ AF1) \]
\[ DSCP = AF \ High\ DP, \ for\ B\ frames \ (e.g.:\ AF2) \]
Policy 3: if the bandwidth is insufficient seriously, and less than 70% of required bandwidth, then
\[ DSCP = AF \ Low\ DP, \ for\ I\ frames\ and\ MV\ data\ of\ P\ frames \ (e.g.:\ AF1) \]
\[ DSCP = AF \ High\ DP, \ for\ B\ frames\ and\ texture\ data\ of\ P\ frames \ (e.g.:\ AF2) \]

B. Implement border router

Complex traffic conditioning such as classification, marking, shaping, and policing are pushed to network border routers to make the functionalities of the core routers relatively simple. Therefore, implementing DiffServ border router is important. Our model has several key points as follows:

(a) Divide MPEG-4 data into AF1 and AF2 flows; (b) DiffServ router receive MPEG-4 video stream and BE traffic simultaneously; (c) Deploys two queues, one FIFO-queue for AF1 flows, one RIO-queue for AF2 and BE flows; (d) In the meter, different token mechanism is introduced to shape different flows before entering the queue; (e) Multi-class Random Early Detection (RED) is used in RIO-queue as the packet drop scheme to provide different RED parameters for AF2 and BE flows. The differentiation between AF2 and BE flow is achieved by setting different dropping threshold. The dropping threshold of BE flow is lowest, then the AF2; (f) The BWSC schedule scheme proposed in section three is adopted in scheduling different queues.

The Meter performs IN/OUT (in-profile / out-of-profile) checking on each incoming packet. We use two token buckets to check the conformance of AF packet, one for AF1 packet, the other for AF2 packet. If AF1 packet fails to pass the check, it will be dropped, which seldom happens since we set the token rate of AF1 Bucket large to guarantee its low drop rate. While AF2 packet fails to pass the check, it will be degraded and remarked as BE packet. The remarked AF2 packet will not suffer from discarding, but must compete equally with BE flow within RIO-queue, which make AF2 flow occupy bandwidth as possible as it can beyond reserved bandwidth.

The packet must satisfy two conditions in order to be served: 1) for AF1 packet, it must get enough tokens not to be dropped in the meter, 2) for AF2 or BE packet, it is not dropped by RED mechanism in RIO-queue.

III. BIT-BASED WEIGHT TIME SLOT COMPENSATE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

Now, we present the scheduling strategy with a pseudo-code illustration of the algorithm to provide rtVBR service effectively. In [8], a Dynamic Weighted Round Robin (DWRR) scheduling discipline is proposed, which is suitable for rtVBR service, but the smallest transmission unit is a cell whose size is fixed in ATM network. It is not suitable for variable-length packets in IP network. In [7], WRR with different weight settings is using to decrease the packet delay time and the packet loss rate of I and P frames. To further promote the ETE delay performance of rtVBR traffic, we propose BWSC scheduling scheme based on the analysis above. It dynamically adjusts weight to give more service chance to delay sensitive traffic.

In BWSC, we introduce a constant called overdraft time threshold \( TH_a \), which satisfy:
\[
0 \leq TH_a \leq Max_Pk \_service\_time
\]
Because the threshold is used to judge whether or not serve the last packet of one slot. If the \( Pk \_service\_time \) at the top of the queue is larger than \( Left\_service\_time \), BWSC will still dequeue the packet if the value that \( Pk \_service\_time \) subtracts \( Left\_service\_time \) is less than \( TH_a \), but the overdraft service time must be compensated from the quantum for the next slot to avoid causing starvation of other queues.

Using TDMA for reference, BWSC divides time into time slot, each slot will serve one queue in turn. But the time quantum of slot is weighted and dynamically adjusted. Especially, we configure large \( TH_a \) in FIFO where I frame and P frame are enqueued. When I frame is encoded, there will be burst arriving in FIFO, the additional overdraft service time can alleviate effect of burst. When burst disappears, additional overdraft service time must be compensated to guarantee fairness to other queues.
Algorithm for Bit-based Weight time Slot Compensate

Constants:
N: number of queues/slot;
Q; queue i (i = 0, 1, ..., N-1);
W; weight allocated to Q; in one slot;
W : time value per weight;
TH ; overdraft time threshold of Q;

Variables:
Weighted _timei; weighted service time allocated to Q;
Service _begin _timei; the time begin to serve Q;
Expected _service _end _timei; service end time of Q, according to weighted time allocated in one slot;
Left _service _timei; Left service time for the service of Qi in current slot;
Overdraft _timei, Overdraft service time for the service of Q;
Service _rate : the serve rate of router (bps);
Pk _service _time : service time needed for packet;

Initialization:
For (i = 0; i < N; i = i + 1)
Weighted _timei = w x Wi;
Overdraft _timei = 0;
En-queuing: [on arrival of packet p(i) entering Qi]
ENQUEUE (p, p(i);
Dequeuing:
 calculating Q = Q /)
While FOREVER do
Service _begin _timei,
= Current _simulation _time;
Expected _service _end _timei,
= Service _begin _timei,
+Weighted _timei - Overdraft _timei,
Left _service _timei,
= Expected _service _end _timei - Service _begin _timei,

While (Q, not empty) do
PacketSize = Size (Head (Q));
Pk _service _time = PacketSize / Service _rate;
If (Pk _service _time ≤ Left _service _timei)
then
Send (Dequeue (Qi));
Left _service _timei = Left _service _timei,
-Pk _service _time
(Left _service _timei ≥ 0)
Else if ((Pk _service _time - Left _service _timei) < THi ) then
Send (Dequeue (Qi));
Overdraft _timei = Pk _service _time - Left _service _timei,
(Overdraft _timei < 0)
bread; (*end serve this queue in current slot*)
Else
Overdraft _timei = Pk _service _time - Left _service _timei,
(Overdraft _timei < 0)
(*end serve this queue in current slot*)
End of While
If (Empty (Qi)) then
i = (i + 1) Modulo N; (*change slot*)
End of While

IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

Using the Diffserv network simulation model mentioned in section 2, we have done numerical experiments on video encoding, transmission and decoding. The border router parameter settings are showed in Table I. The video sequence is Foreman. Under both Diffserv and best-effort network, we compare the performance of PSNR of reconstructed picture. The data partitioning technology is used for encoding. The environment of experiment is as follows: frame rate is 30fps, average bit rate of source encoding is 80kbps, average bit rate after encapsulated is 98kbps. BE traffic bit rate is 30kbps. The channel bandwidth is 80kbps, and the IP packets are marked using policy 2 according to the Diffserv marking algorithm. The comparison for the PSNR of the two cases is showed in Figure 2. It can be seen, with Diffserv, the value of PSNR keep stable on the whole and the replay of reconstructed video sequence is clear and smooth. While with best-effort, the average value of PSNR decreased rapidly and is 11.67dB less than that with Diffserv, and the subjective quality is poor.

The curves of ETE delay with Diffserv are showed in Figure 3, the average delay is lower than 50ms. And Figure 4 show the delay jitter is about 3ms. So the delay and jitter meet the requirement for real-time video transmission.
TABLE I. BORDER ROUTER PARAMETERS SETTINOS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Border Router Parameters Settings</th>
<th>DiffServ</th>
<th>Best-effort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIFO-queue length(bit)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIO-queue Weight</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIFO-queue length(bit)</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIO-queue Weight</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time value per weight(s)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service rate (bps)</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>80,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overdraft time threshold(s)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The topology of Diffserv network model

Figure 2. Comparison of PSNR

Figure 3. MPEG-4 Packet ETE delay

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes a wired IP Diffserv network framework suitable for real-time video transmission. It would be interesting to look at the hybrid network case, where some parts of the network are wired and the rest wireless. Here, focus on the wireless Local Area Network (LAN), it might be possible to implement new Diffserv scheduling algorithm cooperating with wireless media access protocol.
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